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PG1 (Phoenix Away Team 1)

PG1 is the premier flagship away team of the Reforged-Class Capital Ship Durandium Phoenix. They are
members of Phoenix Crew, and the team was formed in YE 45.

About the group

Much like the Synthetic fighter squadron Omega Wing, PG1 is an all-female group of elite trained soldiers
handpicked to participate in a multi-mission specification away team-based squadron. Captain Sheath
chose only the best for the team, the best members, and the best technology for weapons, armor, and
technology.

Members

Ava “Viper” Rey

Personality: Fearless and skilled leader, known for her strategic thinking and ability to keep calm
under pressure. With a former Special Forces operator background.
Specialization: Squad Leader

Lieutenant Emma “Shadow" Nguyen

Personality: Stealthy, observant, and agile
Specialization: Medic and Combat Support, with a further specialization in Reconnaissance,
infiltration
reputation: She has an impeccable record of precision and efficiency on the battlefield.

Corporal Maya "Fury" Chen

Personality: Tough and determined,
Specialized: the team's demolitions and explosives specialist ensures that PG1 has the upper hand
when it comes to breaching and sabotage operations.

Corporal Evelyn "Raven" Lawson

team's communications and technology specialist

Personality: Analytical, tech-savvy, and resourceful
Specialization: Cyber warfare, and intelligence gathering, She handles encryption, tracking, and
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communication equipment, providing the squad with crucial information and intelligence support.
Equipment: Hacking device, compact SMG,

Private Amelia "Siren" Way

Personality: Confident, charismatic, and skilled in hand-to-hand combat
Specialization: Close-quarters combat, negotiation

Equipment

Firearms

Assault rifle1)

Sniper rifle, silenced pistol2)

Light machine gun, combat shotgun3)

Submachine gun4)

compact SMG,5)

Tactical Gear

tactical knife night vision goggles, body armor, and combat helmet, and a holographic targeting
system6)

body armor, and combat helmet7)

riot shield, and explosives for breaching and demolitions8)

Communications and Technology

The away team uses The New Dusk Conclave Standard Communication Systems.

Specialized Equipment

Nightshade Stealth Quadcopter - A small, agile drone with silent propulsion for stealth missions.
Medkit 9)

Hacking device10)

Vehicle

The NDC ATLR "Turtle 1"
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OOC Notes

Charaa created this article on 2023/09/16 22:12.
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